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XXIII. A Very Early Slavic Letter Statistic: Jan Svatopluk Presl (1791-1849)
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Letter and sound frequencies obtained an increasing interest in the 19th century, relevant research arising in the first half of the century and being extended later. To a certain extent, the overall interest of this increase was motivated linguistically; in this case, it has to be seen as a specific continuation of comparative approaches in the field of linguistics, ultimately referring back to the Neogrammarians’ interest in regularities, or even “laws”, underlying language and language development. Later, this predominantly linguistic interest was increasingly accompanied by technical needs, starting from shorthand and stenography, including cyphering and decyphering techniques, different type-writer systems, extending to information transfer, etc.

It goes without saying that in the earliest studies, sound and letter statistics were not always strictly distinguished, and if so, results were highly dependent on the sound definitions chosen. As far as the earliest Slavic statistics are concerned, August Schleicher’s data on Old Church Slavonic sound frequencies tend to be regarded as one of the earliest letter or sound statistics (cf. Grzybek/Kelih 2003, 2004 2005): Schleicher had published these data in his *Formenlehre der kirchenslawischen Sprache* (1852: 20f.), understanding them as a complement to the earlier data on German, Greek, Latin and Gothic, which Ernst Förstemann (1846, 1852) had provided in the seminal studies.

In this context, an almost unknown sound statistic must be presented here which was published almost two decades before the studies mentioned above. This statistic seems to be one of the very first letter and sound statistics in general, not only in the Slavic area. It was published in 1831, in the first Czech scientific journal *Krok*, edited by Jan Svatopluk Presl (1791-1849).

Jan Svatopluk Presl was born in Prague. His early interest in medicine culminated in his study at Karl-Ferdinand University in Prague from which he graduated as a doctor of medical sciences, in 1816. After being assistant for zoology and mineralogy, from 1816 to 1818, he became professor for these subjects at Olomouc university, and was then appointed professor for zoology and mineralogy at Prague University, in 1820. He soon became one of the most important scientists of his country, who made important contributions to the (Czech) scientific terminology in botanics, chemics, zoology, mineralogy, geology, paleontology. In fact, with these works Presl inspired the development of Czech scientific terminology, thus making it possible for original Czech research to develop. To be sure, at a time when not Czech, but rather German was the standard language for official communication (e.g., in Czech elementary schools and the administrative bureaucracy), Presl became very active in promoting Czech language and culture, hereby being in closest contact with the leading thinkers of his time, who were promoters and representatives of the Czech National Revival (České národní obrození). This cultural movement – the main purpose of which was to revive Czech language, culture and national identity – was headed by Josef Dobrovský (1753-1829), and Josef Jungmann (1743-1847). Whereas Dobrovský has often been called one of the founders of slavistics as an academic discipline, Jungmann is predominantly famous for his *Historie literatury i jazyka českého* (1825) and his five-volume *Slovník jazyka českého* (1835-39), a major lexicographical work, which had a great formative influence on the Czech language.

Together with Dobrovský and Jungmann, but also with Václav Hanka, Jan E. Purkyně, and others, Presl founded a society aiming at the promotion of Czech in academic life, which
initially pursued the idea of founding a Slavic Academy in Prague. Presl became actively engaged in founding the Czech National Museum; together with Jungmann, Hanka, Pavel J. Šafárik (1795-1876) and František Palacky (1798-1876) Presl also founded the Committee for the Scientific Development of the Czech Language and Literature at the museum, from which the literary foundation Matica česká emerged in 1831.

In extensive discussions with the group of scholars mentioned above, Presl attempted to prove Czech being an adequate language for scientific discourse. It was on this general background that, in 1821, first Czech scientific journal Krok was founded. Most of the above-mentioned scholars contributed to this journal, which appeared with irregular intervals until 1840. Despite his pronounced engagement in Czech cultural affairs, it was only towards the end of his life that Presl became increasingly politically involved: In the revolutionary year of 1848, he was elected into the Czech National Committee; he also became one of the 341 delegates to the All-Slav Congress in Prague, where 42% of the participants were of Czech or Slovak origin. The Congress was headed by Palacký – one of the regular contributors to Krok.

The name of Krok is a homonym in Czech, and the name seems to be carefully chosen: On the one hand, it means “step”; and in fact, the foundation of this journal was an important step in Czech cultural development. On the other hand, Krok refers far back to Czech (Bohemian) history, being the name of an Ancient Czech (Bohemian) legendary ruler who reigned in the 7th century. Accordings to the legends – cf. the Chronica Boemorum by Bohemian writer and

---

1 My thanks to Ludmila Uhlířová who directed my attention to this ambivalence.
historian Cosmas of Prague (ca. 1045-1125) –, one of his three daughters, Libuše is the foundress not only of Prague, but also, by her marriage with Přemysl, the foundress of the Přemyslid dynasty who ruled in the Czech lands from 873 or earlier until the 14th century.

The sound statistics published in volume 3 of Krok includes data on Czech, Italian, and German. The author’s introductory words very clearly put the whole publication into the cultural background described above: after all, the statistics are meant to provide counter-evidence as to the alleged difficulty of pronouncing Czech. Therefore, consonant-vowel combinations are computed, resulting in similar relations for Czech and Italian, as opposed to German.

It goes without saying, that these data need more thorough re-analysis than this can be done in this context, the more since the data are accompanied by some methodological flaws. For example, no information is given as to the text material analysed, or as to the sample size. Furthermore, no raw data are given, but only percentages (or rather promille, ‰), summing up to 1 only in case of Czech and German, thus obviously containing some errors as to Italian. Anyway, the data are supposed to represent sound, not letter frequencies. This can be seen, for example, from the treatment of German where not letter combinations such as <aa>, <ah>, <au> are treated as [a], but also <ei> or <eu>; similarly, not only <e>, but also the <ee>, <ã> or <oe> are counted as [e]. Also, double consonants like <ll>, <mm> or <nn> are counted as [l], [m], or [n], respectively. The letter <z> is counted as [c] if realized as affricate (usually being denoted as [ts], today), voiceless <v> as [f], etc. etc. – for further details see the reproduction above.

As far as we know, the publication in Krok is one of the earliest sound statistics we know of, at least with regard to Slavic languages. For the history of quantitative linguistics, it would be interesting and valuable to find earlier references.
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